Stepwise Dissection of the Hin-catalyzed Recombination Reaction from Synapsis to Resolution
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The Hin DNA invertase promotes a site-specific DNA recombination reaction in the Salmonella chromosome. The native Hin reaction exhibits overwhelming selectivity for promoting inversions between appropriately oriented recombination sites and requires the Fis regulatory protein, a recombinational enhancer, and a supercoiled DNA substrate. Here, we report a robust recombination reaction employing oligonucleotide substrates and a hyperactive mutant form of Hin. Synaptic complex intermediates purified by gel electrophoresis were found to contain four Hin protomers bound to two recombination sites. Each Hin protomer is associated covalently with a cleaved DNA end. The cleaved complexes can be ligated into both parental and recombinant orientations at equivalent frequencies, provided the core residues can base-pair, and are readily disassembled into separated DNA fragments bound by Hin dimers. Kinetic analyses reveal that synthesis occurs rapidly, followed by comparatively slow Hin-catalyzed DNA cleavage. Subsequent steps of the reaction, including DNA exchange and ligation, are fast. Thus, post-synaptic step(s) required for DNA cleavage limit the overall rate of the recombination reaction.
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Introduction

The site-specific DNA inversion reaction catalyzed by Hin provides a model system for unraveling the molecular mechanisms of genetic recombination by the serine family of recombinases. The Hin recombinase was originally isolated as an activity that controlled inversion of a 1 kb segment of DNA in the chromosome of Salmonella enterica.1–3 The invertible segment contains a promoter that directs the coordinate expression of fljB, a gene encoding the H2 flagellin, and fljA, a gene specifying a repressor of the unlinked H1 flagellin gene, fljC.2,4 By switching the orientation of the promoter, Hin regulates the alternate expression of the cell-surface antigens H1 and H2, a phenomenon termed flagellar phase variation, which enables the pathogen to temporarily escape a host immune response.2,5

The invertible segment contains the gene that encodes the 21 kDa (190 amino acid residues) Hin protein as well as a 65 bp recombinational enhancer, which contains two binding sites for the Fis regulatory protein.6–10 The cis-acting enhancer is located within the N-terminal region of the hin gene but can function thousands of base-pairs away from and on either side of the recombination sites to stimulate inversion rates by three orders of magnitude.7 Two 26 bp recombination sites, hixL and hixR, flank the invertible segment. Hin binds as a dimer to each hix site, which is comprised of two 12 bp imperfect inverted repeats (half-sites) separated by a 2 bp core (Figure 1C).7,11 To become catalytically active, Hin must assemble into a tripartite synaptic complex, called an invertasome, which contains the two hix sites and the Fis-bound enhancer segment (Figure 1A (b)).12 Formation of the invertosome by wild-type Hin (Hin-wt) is completely dependent upon DNA supercoiling and occurs with a requisite geometry of the three DNA duplex strands, reflecting assembly at the base of a plectonemic DNA branch.13,14 The DNA bending activity of the HU protein facilitates looping of the DNA between the
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enhancer and \( h\)ix sites when the two interacting segments are located close to one another, as arranged in the \( S\)almonella \( c\)romosome.\(^9,15\)

Once the invertasome is assembled, four Hin subunits initiate a coordinated nucleophilic attack of the DNA phosphate backbone to create a 2 bp staggered double-strand break at the core dinucleotides within each \( h\)ix site.\(^{16,17}\) The cleavage reaction generates a 3'-OH overhang and results in an ester linkage of Hin to the 5' phosphate group through serine 10.\(^{16,18}\) The crystal structure of an apo form of \( g\)d resolvase, a member of the serine recombinase family that shares 40% amino acid residue identity with Hin, revealed that the active-site serine residues within the DNA-bound dimer are not positioned appropriately to initiate the nucleophilic attack.\(^9\) Thus, a conformational change in the dimer that repositions the active sites closer to the phosphate backbone is believed to be a prerequisite for DNA cleavage (Figure 1B).

Following cleavage, the DNA strands exchange into the recombinant configuration by undergoing a 180° clockwise rotation, and ligation of the DNA occurs \( \text{via} \) reversal of the serine–phosphodiester protein–DNA linkage.\(^{13,14,20}\) Under certain conditions, multiple rotations of DNA strands can occur prior to ligation.\(^{13,14,21–23}\)

As described above, the wild-type Hin reaction is exquisitely regulated, requiring Fis, a recombinational enhancer sequence, DNA supercoiling, and HU. These accessory factors function to ensure that DNA inversion between appropriately oriented \( h\)ix sites on the same DNA molecule is the overwhelmingly favored reaction.\(^3\) The requirement for Fis also imparts growth control over the inversion reactions, since Fis is expressed in large amounts only during rapid growth.\(^{24,25}\) Other site-specific recombination reactions, such as those mediated by Cre and FLP, do not exhibit these regulatory complexities, which has fostered our advanced understanding of these reactions from both biochemical and structural perspectives.\(^{26–28}\)

To dissect the enzymology of the Hin recombination system and to facilitate physical analyses of reaction intermediates, we have used a gain-of-function mutant of Hin to develop a simplified \( \text{in vitro} \) recombination reaction. Hyperactive DNA invertases that relieve the normal dependence of
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**Figure 1.** The Hin-catalyzed, site-specific DNA recombination reaction. A, Pathway for inversion by wild-type Hin. (a) The supercoiled plasmid substrate contains two \( h\)ix sites and an enhancer. (b) Hin and Fis bind to their respective sites on the DNA and, with the aid of DNA bending by HU, assemble the invertasome complex. (c) DNA cleavage is accompanied by a 180° clockwise rotation of DNA strands catalyzed by Hin. (d) Resolution results in the inversion of the orientation of the DNA segment between the two \( h\)ix sites. B, Model of the Hin dimer bound to DNA showing the locations of serine 10 (S10) and histidine 107 (H107).\(^{31}\) Grey shading on the DNA ribbon indicates positions of DNA cleavage. C, Sequence of \( h\)ixL and \( h\)ixL-AT recombination sites. The core dinucleotides are highlighted in bold, and the positions of the staggered double-strand cleavages by Hin are denoted by the arrows.
the reaction on the accessory factors have been isolated in the Hin, Gin, and Cin inversion systems. The H107Y mutation in Hin has been obtained in screens for Fis-independent recombination, SOS hyperactivation, and suppression of otherwise inactivating mutations (R.C.J. et al., unpublished results). Hin-H107Y is able to efficiently promote inversions as well as deletions between appropriately oriented hix sites without Fis or the enhancer, and substantial Fis-independent recombination can occur without DNA supercoiling (S. K. Merickel, M. J. Haykinson & R.C.J., unpublished results). As is the case for the Gin-M114V mutant, topological analysis of the Hin-H107Y reaction on plasmid substrates indicates that the normally strict control over the configuration of DNA strands for productive recombination is relaxed and that there is a much greater tendency for multiple DNA exchanges to occur from a single reaction. Here, we characterize a minimal recombination reaction employing only the Hin-H107Y mutant recombinase and short hix-containing oligonucleotide substrates. We show that stable synaptic complexes are assembled efficiently by a tetramer of Hin in which all four subunits participate in the chemical steps of the reaction. Isolation of the reaction intermediates enables us to individually probe the DNA cleavage, exchange, ligation, and resolution steps of the reaction.

Results
Formation of synaptic complexes by Hin-H107Y

The ability of Hin-H107Y to catalyze recombination in the absence of Fis and in a variety of synaptic topologies encouraged us to develop an intermolecular synopsis reaction using synthetic substrates. Initial evidence of intermolecular synopsis was obtained from standard electrophoretic mobility-shift assays in which a 32P-labeled 36 bp DNA duplex containing the 26 bp hixL site flanked by 5 bp on each side was incubated with Hin-H107Y. A faint band was observed that migrated slower on a native polyacrylamide gel than that of the hixL-bound Hin dimer complex (data not shown). Levels of this band increased when the reaction was incubated at 37°C in Mg2+-free buffer containing 25% ethylene glycol (Figure 2A). When aliquots of the same reaction were electrophoresed in a polyacrylamide gel containing 10% glycerol, all of the hixL-bound dimer complexes were transformed into the slower-migrating species (Figure 2B). Thus, the presence of glycerol in the gel appears to facilitate conversion into a higher-order form that is stable to electrophoresis.

Higher-order complexes were not obtained with Hin-wt or with the catalytically inactive double mutant Hin-S10G/H107Y, although both Hin proteins efficiently bound as dimers to either a 36 bp or 50 bp hixL substrate (Figure 3, lanes 3 and 4 or lanes 7 and 8). However, a similarly migrating higher-order complex has been observed with some other hyperactive Hin mutants (e.g. F88L, M115V, E122Q, and E122Y) to varying extents (data not shown). Taken together, these results suggest that survival of this complex during gel electrophoresis requires a catalytically competent hyperactive Hin mutant (see below).

Reactions employing hixL fragments of two different sizes established that the slower-migrating species was a synaptic complex containing two hixL sites. As shown in Figure 3, incubation of either 50 bp (lane 2) or 36 bp (lane 6) hixL oligonucleotide substrates with Hin-H107Y resulted in electrophoretically separable, higher-order complexes. When reactions were performed for 30 minutes in the presence of equimolar amounts of both substrates, a single intermediate band was also generated (lane 11), demonstrating that the higher-order species was a synaptic complex containing one 50 bp hixL substrate and one 36 bp hixL substrate. The 50/36 hetero-complex was present at approximately twice the levels of the 50/50 and 36/36 homo-complexes, reflecting random pairing of hixL sites. This ratio changed to favor the 50/50 and 36/36 homo-complexes over the 50/36 hetero-complex if Hin-H107Y was preincubated with the 50 bp or the 36 bp hixL substrates separately for 15 minutes and then mixed together and incubated for an additional 15 minutes prior to electrophoresis (compare lane 9 to lane 11). Only a modest accumulation (≤5%) of the hetero-complex occurred when the incubation time was increased from 15 minutes to 60 minutes (data not shown). The small additional amount of 50/36 hetero-complex formed under these conditions is likely
due to slow exchange of pre-formed synaptic complexes, since the relative distribution of synaptic complexes, hixL-bound Hin dimer complexes, and free hixL DNA within the population did not change. Taken together, these results suggest that synaptic complexes assembled by Hin-H107Y under the Mg\(^{2+}\)-free ethylene glycol conditions are very stable.

The Hin-H107Y synaptic complexes are competent for each chemical step of the reaction

**DNA cleavage**

The requirement for the active-site serine residue suggested that the complexes may have proceeded through one or more chemical steps in the reaction, which may be coupled to their increased stability during gel electrophoresis. The first chemical step is the coordinated attack of the phosphodiester bonds at the 5’ sides of the guanine bases within both strands of hixL (Figure 1C) by serine 10 on Hin to form a covalent phosphoserine linkage with the DNA.\(^{16,17}\) To determine whether this step had occurred, Hin-H107Y was incubated with \((5’-^{32}P)\)-labeled 50 bp hixL-containing DNA, electrophoresed in a native polyacrylamide gel, and the DNA from the bands representing the dimer and synaptic complex was extracted in SDS buffer. Electrophoresis of the recovered DNA in a denaturing gel revealed that almost all the DNA within the synaptic complex had been cleaved into labeled 26 nt products (Figure 4B, lane 5), consistent with a staggered break at the center dinucleotide of the hix site (Figure 4A). By contrast, all the DNA extracted from the dimer complex was full length (Figure 4B, lane 4). Thus, the synaptic complexes have progressed through the first chemical step of the reaction.

**DNA exchange and ligation**

We next asked whether the cleaved synaptic complexes were competent for DNA exchange and ligation. To evaluate ligation, the gel slice containing the synaptic complexes was soaked in Mg\(^{2+}\)-containing buffer prior to extraction with SDS. As seen in Figure 4C, the cleaved 19 nt or 26 nt products were ligated into the full-length 36 nt or 50 nt fragments, respectively (compare lanes 2 and 3 or lanes 4 and 5). To distinguish whether the DNA strands could be ligated into a recombinant structure (Figure 4A) or are simply re-ligated into the parental sequence, binding reactions were performed with an equimolar mixture of the 36 bp and 50 bp hixL substrates. The reactions were loaded onto a native gel to resolve the 50/36 hetero-complex (e.g. Figure 3, lane 11), and the gel slice containing the hetero-complex was either extracted directly with SDS to monitor DNA cleavage or first soaked in buffer containing Mg\(^{2+}\) to promote ligation. As shown in Figure 4C (lanes 6 and 7), these complexes promote ligation into both 43 bp recombinant products and the 50 bp and 36 bp parental sequences.

The hixL substrate would be able to ligate into the recombinant configuration only if initial alignment of the sites was parallel because of asymmetry of
the core dinucleotide sequence (AA/TT, Figure 1C) where base-pairing and ligation occur. Thus, if synapsis occurs from collisions of hixL sites in either parallel or antiparallel orientations, only about 50% of the hetero-synaptic complexes would be expected to be in a parallel orientation that could generate recombinant products. If the DNA strands within these complexes exchanged to an equilibrium mix, a distribution of recombinant and parental duplex forms would be expected at the time of ligation. As shown in Figure 4C (lane 7), 43 bp recombinant duplexes accounted for 26% of the ligated products, indicating that both recombinant and parental forms were represented approximately equally at ligation.

We performed the same mixing experiments described above on 36 bp and 50 bp oligonucleotide substrates containing hixL-AT sites. Synapsis of hixL-AT sites in either parallel or antiparallel orientations would be expected to be able to support ligation after DNA exchange because of the symmetric nature of the core dinucleotide sequence (AT/TA, Figure 1C), and would result in about twice as many recombinant products compared to the hixL substrates. As shown in Figure 4C (lane 9), 43% of the ligated products with hixL-AT sites are in the recombinant configuration. The greater number of recombinants obtained with the hixL-AT substrates (43%) compared to the hixL substrates (26%) is consistent with synapsis and DNA cleavage occurring after random collision of hix sites, followed by DNA ligation into the parental and recombinant configurations at about equivalent frequencies provided base-pairing can occur.
Kinetics of synapsis, DNA cleavage, strand exchange, and ligation

Rates of synapsis, DNA cleavage, exchange, and ligation were individually measured to evaluate the contributions of each step to the overall kinetics of recombination by Hin-H107Y. Aliquots were removed at various times after addition of Hin-H107Y to (5'-32P)-labeled 50 bp hixL substrates and either: (1) loaded directly onto native polyacrylamide + 10% glycerol gels to obtain levels of synaptic complexes; or (2) denatured by addition of SDS and electrophoresed in a denaturing gel to ascertain levels of DNA cleavage. As described above, the presence of glycerol in the native gel facilitates the conversion of synaptic complexes formed in solution into the cleaved form that is stable to electrophoresis. The number of synaptic complexes that survived electrophoresis reached a maximum within the first minute of incubation (Figure 5A). By contrast, cleavage products accumulated more slowly with only half the number of DNA molecules cleaved that are in synaptic complexes after 25 minutes. These results show that Hin binding to hix and synapsis are fast relative to DNA cleavage.

The rate of DNA strand exchange into the recombinant configuration was assessed in the following manner. Approximately equimolar amounts of 36 bp and 50 bp hixL substrates were incubated with Hin-H107Y and ethylene glycol under Mg2+-free conditions to accumulate cleaved synaptic complexes. At various times, aliquots of the reaction were removed and a portion was treated with SDS to determine the level of cleavage complexes, and the remainder was chased into ligated products by incubating for two minutes after addition of Mg2+ and dilution of ethylene glycol. As quantified in Figure 5B, approximately 80% of the cleaved molecules were ligated within the two minute chase period, regardless of whether cleavage was allowed to proceed for five to 80 minutes. Of these ligated products, 15–17% were recombinants at each time-point. Since the proportion of molecules ligated into the recombinant configuration did not change with time, we conclude that exchange of DNA strands happens either coincidentally or soon after DNA cleavage by Hin.

Mismatched core sequences inhibit ligation but not synapsis or cleavage

Hin-H107Y reactions on equimolar mixtures of 50 bp hixL and 36 bp hixL-AT substrates failed to generate 43 bp recombinants, although full-length products reflecting re-ligation into the 50 bp and 36 bp parental configurations were obtained efficiently (data not shown). Previous studies with serine recombinases have shown that recombination reactions on plasmids initiated from synaptic complexes between recombination sites with different core sequences generate DNA knots.13,14,22–34 It has been proposed that the knots are formed because the inability to base-pair at the crossover site after a single exchange of DNA strands prevents ligation. A second exchange that restores the parental sequence of the recombination sites, but ties a knot in the plasmid DNA, is required for ligation. The ability to undergo two or more iterative
rounds of exchange without ligation and de novo cleavage at each step has been argued to be strong evidence for recombination mediated by rotation of protein subunits that are linked covalently to the DNA ends. However, an alternative model considers an ability of the recombinase to ligate a mismatched core, creating a hyperactive substrate that supports rapid initiation of another recombination reaction. In the latter model, a complete reaction cycle need proceed through only a single DNA exchange step. Thus, a truly processive mechanism that involves multiple subunit rotations may not occur.

To help distinguish between these models, Hin-H107Y was incubated with 50 bp hix substrates that contained a mismatched base-pair within the core nucleotides (hixL-AA/TA). These substrates were generated by annealing 50 nt hixL top strand and 50 nt hixL-AT bottom strand oligonucleotides. Hin-H107Y assembled synaptic complexes with the hixL-AA/TA heteroduplex substrates efficiently, and the hix sites within the complexes were cleaved (Figure 4D, lane 2). However, unlike reactions with homoduplex recombination sites, no evidence of ligation was obtained after addition of Mg$^{2+}$ (lane 3). These results indicate that Hin is able to cleave hix sites containing a mismatched core but that ligation is prevented under conditions where base-pairing at the 2 bp core region cannot be achieved. Thus, iterative cycles of DNA exchange probably occur without an intermediate ligation step, in support of the subunit rotation model.

Stoichiometry of Hin subunits within the synaptic complex

The ability to purify catalytically active synaptic complexes from polyacrylamide gels allows us to directly determine the number of Hin protomers present in the complex. For these experiments, we assembled complexes using fluorescein-labeled 36 bp hixL substrates (FAM-36 bp hixL) and Hin-H107Y$^{HMK}$ containing a C-terminal kinase tag that was labeled at a predetermined specific activity with $^{32}$P. The reactions were electrophoresed together with known concentrations of FAM-36 bp hixL oligonucleotides, and the numbers of DNA molecules and Hin molecules were determined by quantitative fluorooimaging and Cerenkov counting, respectively. As expected for a dimer of Hin bound to a single hixL site, the calculated ratio of Hin to DNA molecules was 2.1 $\pm$ 0.2. The calculated ratio for the synaptic complex was 2.3 $\pm$ 0.3, which, when combined with the information from the mixing experiments above that demonstrated there are two hixL sites in the complex (Figure 3), implies that there are four Hin monomers in the complex. Thus, the active synaptic complex is composed of a tetramer of Hin subunits bound to two hix sites.

If the cleaved synaptic complex is comprised of a tetramer of Hin subunits, all four Hin subunits would be predicted to be associated covalently with each of the four DNA strands via the 5' phosphoserine linkage. To confirm this prediction, complexes assembled with $^{32}$P-labeled Hin-H107Y$^{HMK}$ and 36 bp hixL substrates were isolated from polyacrylamide gels and extracted with SDS. The products of the gel-isolated synaptic complexes were then subjected to SDS-PAGE (Figure 6, lane 3). An aliquot of the unpurified reaction that was quenched with SDS was loaded directly (lane 2) together with a mock reaction done in the absence of hix DNA (lane 1). As shown in Figure 6, all of the $^{32}$P-labeled Hin purified from the synaptic complex, but only a portion of the Hin protein in the total reaction mixture was associated covalently with the DNA, as reflected by the retarded electrophoretic migration. These results confirm that all four subunits of the Hin tetramer are participating chemically in the reaction.
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Figure 6. All four Hin subunits in the cleaved synaptic complex are covalently associated with hix DNA. A, $^{32}$P-labeled Hin-H107Y$^{HMK}$ was incubated with 5'-FAM-labeled 36 bp hixL substrates in Mg$^{2+}$-free buffer containing ethylene glycol. In lane 2, an aliquot was quenched with SDS and applied directly onto a denaturing (SDS) gel. The sample in lane 3 (SC) was first electrophoresed in a native polyacrylamide gel to isolate synaptic complexes, as detected by FAM-fluorescence and $^{32}$P phosphoimaging. The Hin-DNA complex then was extracted from the synaptic complex band in the presence of SDS and applied to the denaturing gel. Lane 1 of the autoradiogram shows the migration of the $^{32}$P-labeled Hin-H107Y$^{HMK}$ after a mock reaction with no DNA substrates.
Resolution of the tetrameric synaptic complex into hix-bound dimers

We were interested in tracking the fate of the Hin tetramer upon ligation and resolution. At the completion of the reaction, the Hin subunits might dissociate, releasing the DNA for subsequent binding by another Hin dimer, or the tetramer might stay intact but release the DNA. Alternatively, the two Hin dimers may remain bound to each hix site either in a synaptic complex or as hixL-bound Hin dimer complexes. To investigate the mechanism of resolution, we assembled synaptic complexes under standard ethylene glycol, Mg2+-free conditions. The reactions were then diluted into buffer to give a final concentration of 15% ethylene glycol, 10 mM MgCl2, and aliquots were loaded onto a native polyacrylamide gel at various times. To ensure that any free Hin subunits, including those that may be released from the synaptic complex, did not rebind the 32P-labeled hixL substrates, 100-fold molar excess unlabeled competitor hixL DNA was added to the chase buffer. The graph in Figure 7 demonstrates that levels of tetrameric synaptic complexes decreased coordinately with the increase in hixL-bound Hin dimer complexes following the Mg2+ chase, whereas levels of unbound hixL DNA remained largely unchanged. We conclude that the cleaved synaptic complexes disassemble rapidly into predominantly single hixL-bound Hin dimer complexes upon shifting to a lower concentration of ethylene glycol and addition of Mg2+. When complexes were diluted into buffer containing Mg2+ and only 5% ethylene glycol, resolution was too fast to determine a kinetic correlation and was complicated by the fact that a rapid change in the concentration of ethylene glycol caused the release of a significant fraction of Hin dimers bound to a single site (data not shown).

H107Y accelerates synaptic complex formation in the absence of DNA cleavage

Previous studies have implied that the assembly of hix sites into synaptic complexes on supercoiled plasmid DNA molecules is not the step limiting recombination with the wild-type enzyme. This conclusion has been based on the ability to obtain crosslinked synaptic complexes efficiently in the absence of Fis or the enhancer, even though there is only an extremely low rate of cleavage and no detectable recombinants are formed (Figure 8).12,35 The H107Y mutation in Hin enables these synaptic complexes to become catalytically active. We wondered if the H107Y mutation enhanced the rate of synapsis in the absence of the increased stabilization obtained by formation of the serine–phosphodiester protein–DNA linkage.

Hin mutants containing the active-site mutation S10G with or without H107Y were incubated with supercoiled plasmid DNA for increasing periods of time and subjected to a five minute crosslinking reaction with glutaraldehyde. After digestion with restriction enzymes, the chi-form hixL synaptic complexes were resolved on an agarose gel (Figure 8A and B). Hin containing the H107Y mutation formed crosslinked synaptic complexes at initial rates that were over twofold faster than Hin without H107Y (Figure 8C). Maximal numbers of complexes were obtained after just three minutes at 37 °C with Hin-S10G/H107Y. Complexes formed with Hin-S10G continued to increase over the 20-minute incubation such that the relative numbers of complexes formed by the cleavage-defective Hin without the H107Y mutation exceeded those with H107Y. We conclude from these experiments that the H107Y mutation does enhance the rate of formation of synaptic complexes that are stable to electrophoresis after crosslinking and restriction digestion. The stimulation of synaptic complex formation observed in this assay, however, cannot account for >100-fold stimulation of recombination by H107Y in the absence of Fis.
Discussion

We have used a hyperactive mutant of Hin to establish a minimal, but efficient, recombination reaction by a DNA invertase. The reaction supports all the fundamental catalytic and mechanical steps of the Hin recombination pathway. Staging of the reaction using this system permits each of these steps to be examined individually (Figure 9). By contrast, the Fis-dependent wild-type recombination reaction is rapid and highly concerted under standard conditions, which has hindered analysis of the individual steps. Moreover, the use of simple oligonucleotide substrates, as opposed to supercoiled plasmid DNA, enables us to easily examine the importance of specific features of the DNA (e.g. the effects of mismatched core nucleotides) and to perform reactions using chemically modified DNAs. The minimal reaction is amenable to scaling up for structural studies of reaction intermediates.

The Hin recombination pathway: comparison of Hin-H107Y with wild-type

Binding and synopsis

Direct stoichiometry measurements show that Hin-H107Y binds as a dimer to each hix site. Earlier binding studies using the wild-type enzyme have implied that Hin binds from solution as a monomer or a dimer but that detergent-sensitive cooperative forces stabilize binding of an apparent dimer to the palindromic hix site.11,31 Synapsis of hixL-bound Hin-H107Y dimers in trans to form a Hin tetramer occurs rapidly, as judged from the fact that maximal numbers of synaptic complexes are obtained when reactions are loaded onto an electrophoresing polyacrylamide gel containing glycerol as quickly as possible after mixing (Figure 5A). Collisions where the hix sites are configured in either a parallel or antiparallel orientation appear productive for synapsis, cleavage, and exchange (see below).

Previous studies have implied that formation of synaptic complexes on plasmids with the wild-type enzyme is not the rate-limiting step of recombination (Figure 8).12,31,35–37 However, the wild-type complexes do not proceed to a stable state where the hix DNA is cleaved unless the sites are aligned in the correct configuration in the Fis/enhancer-containing invertasome structure to generate inversion. Thus, Hin-wt synaptic complexes formed without Fis do not survive gel electrophoresis without protein crosslinking. We find that the H107Y mutation results in a modest enhancement to synapsis over the wild-type enzyme rate, as measured by the formation of crosslinked complexes that are not cleaved (Figure 8), but this stimulation is minor compared to the enormous enhancement of Fis-independent DNA cleavage by H107Y.17 The higher numbers of crosslinked Hin-H107Y synaptic complexes observed at
early times may reflect a propensity for the hyper-active recombinase to isomerize into the catalytically-competent, or activated, state (see below and Figure 9), which may be more amenable for crosslinking.

Catalytic activation and DNA cleavage

Formation of the phosphoserine linkage that results in DNA cleavage occurs only in the context of the synaptic complex and is the slow step of the Hin-H107Y reaction. Indeed, even though initial formation of synaptic complexes is completed within seconds, the number of cleaved complexes continues to increase after a further hour of incubation (Figure 5). Once in the cleaved state, the complexes appear very stable, with re-assorting of recombination sites occurring at a rate of $\leq 5\%$ per hour under ethylene glycol, Mg$^{2+}$-free conditions (data not shown).

Plasmid-based assays have shown that for both the wild-type enzyme and Hin-H107Y, double-strand DNA cleavage is concerted between sites and is therefore believed to involve a coordinated conformational change between synapsed Hin dimers. We assume that the apo structure of Hin is similar to $\gamma\delta$ resolvase, where the active-site serine residues are not positioned suitably to attack the DNA backbone. Therefore, a considerable conformational change in the subunit structure of the dimer will be a prerequisite for catalysis. In the wild-type reaction, this activation step is where Fis and the enhancer play an essential role. Fis contacts with Hin may induce the conformational change directly, or the Fis-bound enhancer may function as a scaffold to hold the Hin synaptic complex together long enough for Hin to undergo the conformational change. In support of a quaternary change, disulfide linkages across the Hin dimer interface block catalysis. Moreover, histidine 107 is located within the dimerization helices (Figure 1B) and is predicted to contact the partner subunit. Thus, the H107Y substitution, as well as many of the other hyperactive DNA invertase mutations that are located in similar positions, is likely altering the chemical properties

Figure 9. A model of the steps leading to DNA recombination by Hin-H107Y in the absence of the Fis/enhancer system, integrating present and previous work. Hin binds cooperatively as a dimer to a single hix site, and two hix-bound Hin dimers assemble rapidly into an initial tetrameric synaptic complex. In the context of the H107Y mutation, or when the Fis-bound enhancer has assembled with hix sites bound by Hin-wt to form an invertasome (Figure 1A (b)), a rate-limiting conformational change by the four Hin protomers occurs that positions the active-site residue serine 10 close to the DNA phosphate backbone. A coordinated nucleophilic attack of each of the four strands of hix DNA by the activated Hin protomers covalently links each subunit with the 3' phosphate groups at the cleavage sites. DNA cleavage is followed rapidly by an exchange of a pair of synapsed Hin subunits together with their covalently linked DNA segments. Provided proper base-pairing occurs between the 2 nt core residues after DNA exchange, the serine–phosphodiester linkage is reversed, ligating the DNA strands. The tetrameric synaptic complex is then resolved into two hix-bound Hin dimers poised for another round of synapsis and recombination.
of the dimer interface in such a way as to lower the activation energy required to achieve the activated conformation that is poised to initiate DNA cleavage without the activity of Fis. Other substitutions within the dimer interface have been found to provoke uncoordinated cleavage between synapsed hix sites on plasmids, and most inhibit catalysis altogether.31,37,58,40,41

DNA exchange, ligation, and synaptic complex resolution

In order for recombinants to form, the cleaved DNA end of one recombination half-site has to move into position to ligate with the appropriate partner half-site. This exchange step has been modeled to involve an accompanying swapping of the Hin subunits that are associated covalently with the DNA ends,13,14,20,42,43 and recent data indicate that heterodimers are indeed formed upon DNA exchange (G. Dhar, E.R.S. & R.C.J., unpublished results). Perhaps surprisingly, the DNA exchange step appears rapid relative to cleavage in the Hin-H107Y reaction. This conclusion follows from the observation that the proportion of molecules ligated into the recombinant configuration did not increase with time after DNA cleavage (Figure 5B). Thus, within the timeframes we can measure, the exchange of DNA strands happens coincidentally or soon after DNA cleavage. It should be noted, however, that it is possible that the H107Y substitution may enhance rates of exchange directly because of its propensity to produce complex knotted recombinant products from single reactions (S. K. Merickel & R.C.J., unpublished results).

Our results with mismatched nucleotides over the 2 bp core region where cleavage and ligation occurs demonstrate that local DNA conformational changes that are likely to be induced by the mismatch are well tolerated for synopsis and even DNA scission adjacent to the mispaired site, but that base-pairing is critical for ligation. Experiments with Tn3 resolvase found that a plasmid substrate that created a mismatch in the recombinant configuration after a single 180° rotation was proficient for DNA cleavage but was unable to complete the ligation step.22 These complementary data argue that processive recombinations by serine recombinases are the result of multiple exchanges without intermediate ligation steps. Thus, reactions initiated from complexes containing sites with non-identical core nucleotides fail to ligate after one DNA exchange where the core residues are unable to base-pair; the DNA strands proceed to exchange one or more times to enable re-ligation of the parental sequence. As discussed previously, these properties are consistent with DNA exchange being accompanied by a rotation of subunits.13,14,20,42,43

Ligation, or reversal of the phosphoserine linkage and restoration of the DNA phosphodiester bonds, is rapid for both the Hin-H107Y and the Fis-dependent wild-type reaction once the concentration of ethylene glycol has been lowered and Mg2+ added.15 Conditions that promote ligation also promote resolution or the physical dissociation of the Hin-H107Y synaptic complexes into the individual hix L-bound Hin dimers. The absence of accumulation of free hix DNA is consistent with the slow dissociation rates of wild-type Hin from dimer complexes measured previously,34 as well as its failure to efficiently catalyze recombination on a second substrate.27 However, like resolvase,45 Hin-wt can catalyze multiple inversions between different hix sites on the same DNA molecule efficiently (R.C.J., unpublished results).

Comparison of the Hin-H107Y and resolvase synaptic complexes

Unlike Hin, wild-type Tn3 or γδ resolvase cannot form even transient synaptic complexes on substrates that contain the resolvase binding sites only at the crossover regions (site I of res, which is analogous to a hix site). Recently, mutations have been obtained that enable resolvase to form stable synaptic complexes between two site I DNA fragments.46–48 These mutations cluster at residues located at and immediately prior to the N terminus of the dimerization helix. The native side-chains of these residues are predominantly solvent-exposed in the dimer and are believed to inhibit interactions between dimers at synopsis. Thus, only when resolvase interactions are stabilized by additional protomers bound to the accessory sites within the full res site can site I synopsis and recombination proceed.49 The mutated side-chains are proposed to relieve this inhibition and, indeed, the mutations cause resolvase to become an extremely stable tetramer in solution or when bound to DNA.

There are several noteworthy differences between the Hin-H107Y reaction and that of the hyperactive resolvase mutant. The location of histidine 107 on Hin is predicted to be eight residues into the dimerization helix (Figure 1B) and, therefore, not within the region that initiates synopsis (G. Dhar, E.R.S. & R.C.J., unpublished results). As noted above, Hin-H107Y exhibits only a modest stimulation of synopsis in the absence of DNA cleavage, which may not reflect a stimulation of initial interdimer interactions. Moreover, the Hin-H107Y synaptic complexes are assembled via collisions of hix sites that are each bound by a Hin dimer. We postulate that the H107Y substitution primarily overrides a rate-limiting step between initial synopsis and DNA cleavage that normally requires the activity of the Fis-bound enhancer (e.g. activation step in Figure 9).27 The Hin tetrameric complexes become stabilized upon formation of the phosphoserine linkages with DNA, in contrast to the resolvase mutant complexes that are stable without DNA catalysis.
Materials and Methods

Purification of Hin mutants

Wild-type and Hin mutants were cloned into pRJ1518, a derivative of pET11a (Novagen) in which hin is expressed from the phage T7 promoter. The heart muscle kinase tag (RRASV) was added to the 3’-end of the Hin-H107Y gene using PCR to produce Hin-H107Y\textsuperscript{RRASV}. Hin protein was purified by renaturing inclusion bodies as follows. One liter cultures of RJ387 (BL21(DE3) fis :: kan-767 endA8 :: tet) containing pRJ1518 derivatives were grown in LB to an $A_{600}$ = 0.5, and Hin synthesis was induced with 0.5 mM IPTG for 30 minutes. Urea and Chaps were added to the supernatant at final concentrations of 5 M and 10 M, respectively, and Hin inclusion bodies were collected by centrifugation at 25,000 g for 30 minutes. Inclusion bodies were washed a second time in PB (pH 7.5), 1 M NaCl, 10 mM DTT, 20% glycerol, 35 mM lysine for 15 minutes. Urea and Chaps were added to the supernatant at final concentrations of 5 M and 10 M, respectively, and Hin inclusion bodies were collected by centrifugation at 25,000 g for 30 minutes. Inclusion bodies were washed a second time in PB (pH 7.5), 1 M NaCl, 10 mM EDTA, 10 mM DTT, and 10% (v/v) glycerol. Then they were washed a second time in PB (–urea), and finally resuspended in 0.5 ml of PB (–urea), and stored at –80 °C.

Inclusion bodies were solubilized in 6 M guanidine-HCl (GdnHCl), 20 mM Hepes (pH 7.5), 10 mM DTT, 20% glycerol, 50 mM Chaps, and 0.1 M EDTA at a final protein concentration of 400 μg/ml. Following centrifugation at 25,000 g for 30 minutes, the denatured Hin was diluted with an equal volume of 20 mM Hepes (pH 7.5), 1 M NaCl, 10 mM DTT, 20% glycerol, 35 mM Chaps, and 0.1 mM EDTA and subjected to sequential dialyses at 4 °C into the same buffer containing from 2.5 M to 0 GdnHCl in 0.5 M steps. The refolded Hin was then chromatographed on heparin-Sepharose (Amersham-Pharmacia). The specific activity of Hin-H107Y\textsuperscript{RRASV} was determined as the number of Cerenkov counts (cpm) per quantified amount of protein (moles of Hin monomers) in an excised SDS-PAGE gel slice. Hin-H107Y\textsuperscript{RRASV} binding reactions were performed using fluorescein-labeled 36 bp hixL oligonucleotides (FAM-36 bp hixL) (Sigma-Genosys). The specific activity of Hin-H107Y\textsuperscript{RRASV} was determined as the number of Cerenkov counts (cpm) per quantified amount of protein (moles of Hin monomers) in an excised SDS-PAGE gel slice. Hin-H107Y\textsuperscript{RRASV} binding reactions were performed using fluorescein-labeled 36 bp hixL oligonucleotides (FAM-36 bp hixL) (Sigma-Genosys). Samples were loaded onto native 8% (w/v) polyacrylamide gels with and without 10% (v/v) glycerol alongside a titration of the FAM-36 bp hixL oligonucleotides. A fluorimager (Typhoon, Amersham) of the wet gel was generated to quantify (in moles) the hixL sites in the bands corresponding to the Hin dimer or synaptic complex. The moles of 35P-labeled Hin-H107Y\textsuperscript{RRASV} in the bands was obtained by Cerenkov counting of gel slices. The Hin:DNA molar ratios within the Hin-bound hixL and synaptic complexes were calculated from four and 16 independent determinations, respectively.

Hin DNA stoichiometry in the synaptic complex

Hin-H107Y\textsuperscript{RRASV} (5 μg) was labeled with 32P in a reaction containing 20 mM Hepes (pH 7.5), 10 mM MgCl2, 0.6 M NaCl, 40 mM DTT, 10% (v/v) glycerol, 1 mCi of [γ-32P]ATP (7000 Ci/mmol; ICN), and ten units of heart muscle kinase (Sigma). After one hour at 4 °C, the labeled Hin was purified by batch chromatography on heparin-Sepharose (Amersham-Pharmacia). The specific activity of the 32P-labeled Hin-H107Y\textsuperscript{RRASV} was determined as the number of Cerenkov counts (cpm) per quantified amount of protein (moles of Hin monomers) in an excised SDS-PAGE gel slice. Hin-H107Y\textsuperscript{RRASV} binding reactions were performed using fluorescein-labeled 36 bp hixL oligonucleotides (FAM-36 bp hixL) (Sigma-Genosys). Samples were loaded onto native 8% (w/v) polyacrylamide gels with and without 10% (v/v) glycerol alongside a titration of the FAM-36 bp hixL oligonucleotides. A fluorimager (Typhoon, Amersham) of the wet gel was generated to quantify (in moles) the hixL sites in the bands corresponding to the Hin dimer or synaptic complex. The moles of 35P-labeled Hin-H107Y\textsuperscript{RRASV} in the bands was obtained by Cerenkov counting of gel slices. The Hin:DNA molar ratios within the Hin-bound hixL and synaptic complexes were calculated from four and 16 independent determinations, respectively.
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